
  
Dear Club President-Elect or Officer-Elect, 
  
I welcome you to the 2021-2022 Optimism Year and wish to thank you for the commitment you have made to take a 
leadership role for your Club. I have a deep passion for Optimist International, our Clubs and members - and believe 
we are the greatest service organization in the world.   
  
We have something to offer that no other service organization has…OPTIMISM! I look back to a team of people 
back in 1919 that had a vision – they not only wanted to be optimistic in their view of the world and how they 
accomplished things – they wanted to NAME themselves that very word.  They knew their “Why!”  
  
I’ve chosen to build upon this very word and use “OPTIMISM” as the theme for the 2021-2022 year with a dedicated 
commitment to increasing our brand awareness, open communication to membership, Leadership & Development, 
Programs & Projects available for any structure of clubs, and Net Growth for the year +212. 
  
Our world, in general, is constantly presenting roadblocks that affect your Club - by attendance, resources (both 
human and financial), etc.   

• How do we get our membership engaged, working with the children of OUR world?   
• How do we raise money with so many restrictions? 
• How do we remain relevant and Optimistic in the face of so many challenges?  

  
Together, our teams will provide you with the tools and focus on these Challenges and many more during our 
President-to-President Discussions at least once a quarter. There will be Quarterly Opti-Forums; webinars, Town 
Halls – Numerous avenues to keep you informed and inspired. 
  
Our Community Programs and Projects Committees will be in providing information to your Clubs with 
recommendations for increasing optimistic activities in your Club and the community. Most of these projects can be 
done virtually or in-person, allowing us opportunities to spread our Optimism. Don’t be afraid to try something new! 
  
We also have the opportunity to celebrate the 100th anniversary of the adoption of the Optimist Creed and the 
Optimist purposes. By being Optimists, we have Promised Ourselves to share in that responsibility of serving the 
youth in our community by Developing a Philosophy of Life, Promoting Optimism, Patriotism, and Respect for law.   
These things matter to our communities and our kids and are as relevant today as back in 1922.   
  
I am willing to visit your Club meetings by Zoom to share my vision with you and your clubs’ membership. My 
employment involves constantly changing tax seasons/deadlines so day meetings get a bit tricky– but with plenty of 
time to plan, I’d be honored to meet your membership. 
  
I want to thank each and every member for your decision to be an Optimist and look forward to serving you this 
year, along with “First Dude” Ken, during the 2021-2022 year. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Patsy Garner, 2021-2022 Optimist International President 
#Optimism #OptimistInternational #BeAnOptimist  


